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Physical dispersionresulting from anelasticityis investigatedfrom the point of view of linear viscoelasticmodelsand causalityrelations.It is concludedthat inasmuchas Q in the earth'smantle is nearly
independentof frequency,at leastin the seismicfrequencyband, a dispersionrelation in the form of C(o•)
= C(wr)[1 q- (l/•rQm) In (O)/OOr)]
mustbe usedfor correctingthe effectof physicaldispersionarisingfrom
anelasticity.(Here C(o))is the phasevelocityof either body waves,surfacewaves,or free oscillations,cois
the angularfrequency,O)
r is the referenceangularfrequency,and Qmis the path averageQ for body waves
or Q of a surfacewave or a mode of angular frequencyco;for surfacewavesand free oscillations,C(oOr)

shouldbe understoodas the phasevelocityat cocomputedby usingthe elasticmoduliat co= wr.) The
valuesof Q outsidethe seismicfrequencybandaffectma•ly the absolutevalueof the phasevelocitybut
do not affectsignificantly
the relativedispersion
withinthe seismicfrequencyband.Evenif the microscopicmechanismof attenuation is nonlinear, this dispersionrelation can be used if departure from
elasticityis relativelysmall, so that the signalcan be approximatedby a superpositionof propagating

harmonicwaves.Sincesurfacewave and free oscillationQ is 100-500for fur!damental
modes,a
correctionof 0.5-1.5% must be made for joint interpretationof body wave and surfacewave data. This
correctionis nearly I order of magnitudelargerthan the uncertaintiesassociated
with thesedata and are
therefore very significant.When this correctionis made, the discrepancybetweenthe observedsurface
wavephasevelocitiesand free oscillationperiodsand thosepredictedby the Jeffreysor Gutenbergmodel

becomes
muchsmallerthanhasp'reviously
beenconsidered.
dence.

INTRODUCTION

Anelasticityof the earth causesphysicaldispersionof seismic waves. While the importance of physical dispersionhas
long beenrecognizedin seismicbody wave studies,it has been
either ignored or assumedto be negligible in most surface
wave and free oscillationstudies.The purposeof this paper is
to clarify several points which are somewhat obscurein the
literatureon this subject.This obscurityappearsto be partially
responsiblefor the neglect of physical dispersionin surface
wave

and free oscillation

studies. We will

show that

under

conditions prevailing in the earth's interior, physical dispersionhas a very significanteffecton surfacewave phaseand
group velocities and free oscillation periods. Although this
effect has been discussedby Jeffreys[1965, 1967], Carpenter
and Davies [1966], Davies [1967], Randall [1976], and, in more
detail, Liu et al. [1976], we will look at the problem from a
differentpoint of view to emphasizefurther the importanceof
physicaldispersionin surfacewaveand free oscillationstudies.

A number of observationsshowthat the intrinsicquality
factor Q in the earth's mantle dependsvery little upon frequencyf at leastoverthe seismicfrequencyband from 1 Hz to
1 cycle/h [Knopoff,1964]. Figure 1, which is constructedfrom
Jacksonand Anderson[1970], demonstratesthis situation. Although a variation of a factor of 2 or 3 may exist, no obvious
trend is seen,exceptthat Q, may increaseat frequencieshigher
than about 1 Hz. We acceptthis frequencyindependenceof Q

The

earth

therefore

cannot

be

treated

as an

in-

finitesimal perturbation from a purely elastic body. Lack of
appreciationof this point has led some authors to proposea
nonlinearmechanismof attenuation.This is unnecessary.
Laboratory data on metals,oxides,and saltsover broad rangesof
temperature, frequency, and attenuation are adequately explained with linear theories.
There appear to be three major reasonsfor the neglect of
physicaldispersion:
1. For a simple damped linear harmonic oscillator the
inclusionof an infinitesimalattenuation • changesthe natural
frequency of the system from coto co(1- C•), where C is a
constant.Since• •, Q-X, the effectcan be ignoredfor Q > 100,
a typical value in the earth's mantle.
2. Knopoff and MacDonald [1958] showed that the inclusionof infinitesimalattenuation in a linear systemresultsin
Q which is proportionalto odd powersof frequency;therefore
a constantQ model (i.e., Q • coo)is inconsistentwith a linear
system. This led Knopoff and MacDonald to introduce a
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Q variesasf or f-x that onecanarguethat physicaldispersion
Frequency, Hz
may be unimportant. In this situation, however, the Q is in
Fig. 1. Observed Q for P waves (Q,) and S waves (Qa) for the
general very large, and the material is very nearly elastic.As
we will show, the observedQ of the earth is inconsistentwith earth's mantle. The average values for the whole mantle are shown.
For reference to individual data points, see Jacksonand Anderson
these requirementsin both magnitude and frequency depen- [1970]. The linesfor Q-• • f-• and Q-• • fare shownfor reference.In
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over most of the seismic band and use it as the basis of the

following discussion.It should be stressed,however, that the
existenceand importanceof physicaldispersiondo not depend
on the exactconstancyof Q. As we will show,it is only where

01

calculatingthe average Q for model MM8 [Andersonet al., 1965] a
high-Q lower mantle is assumed.
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nonlinear model. No explicit dispersionrelation has been obtained for such a nonlinear system.
3. Futterman's [1962] dispersiontheory, which is widely
used in body wave seismology,predictsthat inclusionof anelasticityincreasesthe propagationvelocityof a pulsein the
medium.This apparentparadoxhasbeenchallengedby some
investigators[e.g., Stacey et al., 1975]. Becauseof this paradox, Futterman's[1962] theory, which is widely usedin phase
equalization of body waves, has not been extensivelyusedin
surface wave and free oscillation

E*(cv) = [Eo + E,(cv)] + iE:(w)

is the complexelasticmodulus.Since,it(t) is the indicialresponse,

E•(w)+ iEo.(w)
= icy

•(t)e -"øtdt

(2)

Considera plane wave propagatingin this medium:
exp [-o•x/2Q(o•)C(o•)] exp tio•[t - x/C(o•)]}

studies where the absolute

wherex is the distance,C(w) the phasevelocity,and Q(w) the
phasevelocity or period is the major concern.
We will show, using a linear model, that while all of the quality factor as defined in the usual manner. If we assume
above argumentsare correct,they do not directly apply to the that the departurefrom elasticityis small,so that IEol >>
thenit is easyto showthat
situation in the earth's mantle. Lomnitz [1957] also showed IE,<•)l andlEo}>>
from quite generalconsiderationsthat dispersionmustaccomC(w) = {[Eo + E•(w)l/p} •/:
(3)
pany absorption.
and
LINEAR VISCOELASTIC MODEL

Q- •(w) = Eo.(w
)/Eo
(4)
The behavior of anelasticsolids can be most conveniently
describedwith a linear viscoelasticbody. In the presentdis- wherep is the density.For the spring-dashpotsystemdiscussed
cussion we follow the notation and the definition of Gross
above, (1), (2), (3), and (4) immediately give
[1953].
For a purely elasticsolid the stressa and strain a relation is
C(o•):Co1+ 2 k• l+ (wr)"
(5)
given by a = Eoa, where Eo is the elastic modulus. If we
consider a step function application of strain a(t) = H(t)
where Co = (k•/o) •/0',and
(where H(t) is the Heavisidestep function), the stressis given
k2
wr
by a(t) = EoH(t).
For a viscoelasticsolid the responseto a step strain application can be expressedas
which give the familiar attenuationand dispersionrelationsas
a(t) = EoH(t) + •'(t)
schematicallyshownin Figure2. Q-'(w) becomesmaximumat
w = 1/r (absorptionpeak), where Q-'(w) = k•./2k• = Qm-'.
wherexi,(t)istherelaxationfunctionwithxi,(t)= 0 (t < 0) and
• (c•) = 0. The instantaneous
response
isgivenbyE= =-E04- The low- and high-frequencylimits of the phasevelocityare Co
xi,(0),which is calledthe instantaneous
elasticmodulus(or and Ca = Co[1 + }(kdk,)] = Co(1 + Qm-'), the difference
beingCoQm-•.SinceQ-• = 0 correspondsto the purely elastic
unrelaxed elastic modulus).
state,an infinitesimaldeparture from elasticitycorrespondsto
For a viscoelastic solid with one relaxation mechanism such

Ilk,. (wr)
0'

Q-'(w)
= • I + (wr)
•'

as one modeled by a parallel connectionof a spring(constant
k•) and a spring (constant k:) plus a dashpot (viscosity
connected in series, Eo = k• and

xi,(t)= k:e-t/r

(1)

(6)

therangeswherewr >> 1 or wr << 1 (hatchingin Figure2). It
is evident from (5) and (6) that when wr << 1, Q-'(w)
(k•./k•)wr and C(w) --• Coil + }(k•./k•)(wr)•'], and therefore
C(w) •. Co[1 + •(k•/k•.)Q-:]. Similarly, if wr >> 1, Q-'(w)
(ko./k•)(1/wr) and

where r = •/k,. is the relaxation time constant.

For a harmonicstrain, a .,, e"øt.The stresscan be expressed
by a = E*(w)a, where

C(w)•CaI - 2k•+ k,.(wr
and therefore

c=
Tl.•usin theselimits the fractionalchangeof the phasevelocity
is proportionalto Q-•' (i.e., the Q effectis only secondorder).
This is the generalization of point 1 discussedin the introduction. For Q _> 100,typical valuesfor the earth's mantle,
the physicaldispersionis unimportant in this case.However,
in this case,Q-' itself has either w or 1/w dependence.As is
clearly shown in Figure 1, Q-'(w) for the earth's mantle does
not showsuchdependence,exceptpossiblyfor P wavesat high
frequencies.Therefore the argument made in point 1 in the
introduction is not relevant to the problem of the earth's
interior, at least over most of the seismicfrequencyband.
tn the linear viscoelasticmodel shown in Figure 2, Q-'(w) is
nearly
constantwhen w • 1/r. This situation is closerto that
Fig. 2. The specificattenuation function Q-•(oo) and the phase
velocityC(oo)as a functionof frequencyfor a linearviscoelastic
model of the earth'smantle, althoughQ-'(w) of the earth hasa much
with a singlerelaxation mechanism.
broader peak. This range of w correspondsto the region
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(cross-hatchingin Figure 2) wheredeparturefrom pure elastic- Theserelationsare plotted in Figure 3. If we arbitrarily choose
ity can no longer be regardedas 'infinitesimal.' In this range, a very small sl and a very large so.,then for & << o• << so.we
Q-l(o•) • •(ko./kl) -= Qm-1 = const,and the fractional change have
of the phase velocity from that of the purely elastic statesis
Q-l(o•) • Q,,-1 = const
t(ko./kl) • }Q,,-1. Thus the effectof Q on the phasevelocity
and
becomesfirst order. For Qm • 100 the phasevelocity changes
by as much as 0.5%. Sincethe actual Q-l(o•) function for the
earth is considerablydifferentfrom (6), the aboveargumentis
(13)
valid only qualitatively. However, it is important to note that
to obtain a nearly frequency-independent
Q requiresdeparture or
from elasticity beyond the infinitesimal range, so that infer(14)
encesfrom infinitesimaltheoriessuchas points 1 and 2 mentioned in the introduction are not relevantto the problemsof
where
the earth's mantle. When Q is constant or nearly so, the
fractional changein the phasevelocityis proportional to Q-1
rather than Q-o. predicted by infinitesimal theories. This is
implicit in the work of Lomnitz [1957], whosemodel givesa
slightly frequency-dependent
Q.
and (1/;rQm) In (s:/sl) << I is assumed.These relations are
fundamentally identical to those derived by various inCONSTANTQ MODEL
vestigators [e.g., Kolsky, 1956; Lomnitz, 1957; Futterman,
Various attempts have been made to explain the nearly 1962; Savage, 1965; Strick, 1967; Liu et al., 1976] on the basis
constantQ from at least 1-s to 1-hour periods(Figure l) for of a variety of assumptions,methods,and approximationsand
the earth's mantle [Knopoffand MacDonald, 1958; Lomnitz, can be regarded as a universal dispersionrelation for any
1957; Savage, 1965; Mason, 1969; Liu et al., 1976]. Liu et al. linear modelsin the frequencyrangewhere Q is constant.They
showedthat it is possibleto constructa band-limited constant can also be derived from the equationsgiven by Nowick and
Q model by usinga linear viscoelasticmodel. For purposesof Berry [196l] for a log normal distributionof relaxationtimes.
the present discussionit is most convenient to use such a We choose& and so-in sucha way that the frequencyrange of
model.
our interest,say I Hz to 1 cycle/h, is completelybracketedby
As was shown earlier, a departure from elasticity can be sl and so-.It is important to note that while the ratio C=/Co =
characterized
by a relaxationfunction•(t). Thisfunctioncan [1 + (1/;rQm) In (s:/sl)] dependsupon the ratio of the arbibe expressedas a superpositionof the elementaryrelaxation trary upper and lower bounds of the angular frequencys:/&,
function e-st which correspondsto the simple spring-dashpot the ratio of the phasevelocitiesat angular frequencieso•l and
system(equation (1)). Thus
o•:within the range of our interest(& << o•l < o•: << so-)

C(o•)
= Co1+ ;rQ• •

C==Col+ •.Q---•ln
•-•

{(t) =

N(s)e-stds

(7)

C(O.)l
) 1+ ;rQ•' •

(15)

wheres = 1/r is the relaxationfrequencyand N(s) is the
relaxation spectraldensity(seealso Gross[1953]). Combining

does not dependupon thesearbitrary constants.Thus in the
frequencyrangewhereQ = Qm= const,the relativedispersion
can be determinedunambiguouslywithout knowledgeof Q
and the phasevelocityoutsidethe frequencyband considered.

this with (2), we have

El(w)
=fo
+ waN(s)
&
©s:(.Do'

(8)

Eo.(o•)
= • so.
+ o•o.
so•
N(s)
ds

(9)

This conclusion is based on the linear model considered above,

and

C0o

One of the simplestways of constructinga band-limitedcon-

stantQ modelisto introduce
a relaxation
spectrum
N(s)in the
form

lq(s) = A/s

sl < s < so.
(1o)

/•(s) = 0

Co

elsewhere

where A is a constant.

Carrying out integrations(8) and (9) and using(3) and (4),
we have

2 tan-1Lr.60($2__•
$1)
] (11)
Q-l(('ø)
= ;rQ---•
off
+slso.
and

io-•

I

1 SO.O.(Slo.
+wo.)
] (12)

C(o•)
= C01+ 2;rQ,•
InSlo.(SO.O.
JU
(.DO-)

whereQm-1 is the maximumof Q-i(•) (Q,•-i = Or/2)(A/Eo)).

ioo

ioa

io•

ioe

w/SI

Fig. 3. Band-limited constant Q model derived from a linear viscoelasticmodel. Variables s• and s2 are low-frequencyand high-frequencycutoff, respectively.The curvesare computedfor s2/s• = 10•.
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to constructa constant Q model. (Lomnitz used ½(t) for the
creep function; here it is replaced by •(t) in following the
be discussed in a later section.
notation of Gross[1953].) Although this creep function does
The necessityfor introducinga spectrumof relaxationtimes not passin the limit to the staticcase(i.e., •(t) -• cowhent -•
or a superpositionof absorptionmechanismsis not uniqueto co [Kogan, 1966]), it describesthe anelasticbehavior of solids
seismology.Laboratorymeasurements
of attenuation,evenon reasonablywell. It is instructiveto comparethe creepfunction
relatively pure materials, usually show a broader absorption for the model introduced in the previous sectionwith Lompeak than can be explained by a single relaxation time. A nitz's logarithmic creep function.
different relaxation spectrum,a log normal distribution,has
The creep function •(t) is definedby
been studied at length [Nowick and Berry, 1961] to explain
a(t) = (l/E=) + •(t)
(20)
broad regionsof nearly constantQ in metals.
The relaxation function for the model introduced in this
wherea(t) is the changein the strain after applicationof a step
sectioncan be obtained by using(7) and (10):
function stressa(t) = H(t), E•ois the unrelaxedelasticmodulus, and •(t) = 0 (t _<O) [Gross,1953, equation (1)].

and in more generalcasesthe relative dispersionrelation can

be affectedby Q outsidetherangew• < w < wo..
Thiseffectwill

•(t) = 2E0

1---e-St
ds= 2Eo
[Ei(-sd)Ei(-s•t)]

,rQm' s

where Ei(-x)

,rQm

is the exponentialintegral definedby

Ei(-x)---- •J•
e-tdt= lnx +'yt

+

Xo.

x + --'7
2' 2ß ....
+...

r.r!

(x>0)

(•7)

(see, e.g., Jahnkeand Emde [1945]). When s•.>> s•, we have

7I'

d'-•= ,rE•O•
e-tsds= -,rE•Q'••
dxp
2 J•s•'
2 •1-[e-s•t-e-S•t]

S•

2 [;0t dtß(t)= -,rE•Q,•

•.Q,•n •S• - [-Ei(-s•.t)
+ lns•.t
+•]
t •s•. -•

(18)

{t(t)= - 2E-•9-ø
Ei(-s•t) t • s•-•
•(t) = 0

In general, the creep function
xP(t) is related to the relaxation function through the Volterra
integral equation [Gross, 1953, equation (58)], but it is not
always easy to obtain the creep function from the relaxation
function. However, when the departure from elasticity is
small, it can be obtained by using relations (36) and (40) of
Gross [ 1953]. The result is

therefore

t <<

Q,• n m _ (s•.-

In the preceding
section,only the relaxationfunction{(t)

(16)was obtained (equation (16)).

'dt1

ß(t)= ,rEooQ•
n • -[Ei(-s.d)Ei(-s•t)] (21)
,I,(t)=

t >> s•-•

t

2 in(SO.)
- 1 {(t)

(22)

Byusing(17) wefifid
RELATION TO LOMNITZ'S

RELATION

•(co)=

Lomnitz [1957] introduceda logarithmiccreepfunction of
the form

and for very small t,
xP(t) = q In (1 + at)

(19)

ß (t) =
I

I

•2-

Io-..3.8-

I

Ii/•s_/•
'

// s,=10s--

2

(so.- s•)t

(23)

In order to comparethis with Lomnitz's relation (19), xP(t) = q
In (1 + at), we setq = (2/,rE•Q•) and a = (so.- s•) • so..These
relationsare plotted in Figure 4 as a function of (so.- s•)t for
two cases,so./s•= 10• and so./s•= 103.The creep function (21)
is very similar to Lomnitz's logarithmiccreepfunction for 0 <
t < s•-• and approachesthe staticlimit (2/,rE•Q•) In (so./s•)at
t • co,the difficulty of Lomnitz's [1957] creep function at t •
cothereby being removed.
RELATION TO FUTTERMAN'S

DISPERSION RELATION

Futterman's [1962] relation was derived from the KramersKr6nig causalityrelations together with the condition that the
phasevelocity approachesCo (denoted as C in the paper by
Futterman [1962]) in the low-frequency limit. His relation
giveshigher phaseand group velocitiesin an attenuatingmedium than in a nonattenuatingmedium. This apparent para0
I
I
I
'dox appears to have partially hindered the use of this disiO-a
iOo
iOa
iO4
iO6
iO8
persion relation in surfacewave and free oscillation studies
(sz-s•)t
where the absolutearrival time is the major concern.We will
Fig. 4. Creep functionsxP(t)for the Lomnitz [1957]modeland the show that this paradox does not constitute a real physical
band-limited constantQ model.
implausibility but is a result of the arbitrary assumptionthat

4-/•l_omnilz
(19,57)
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C0 is the referenceelastic velocity. This point was recently will leave the high-frequencylimit unchanged,sincethe dashdiscussedby Savage [1976].
pot doesnot have time to respond,but the systemis lessstiff
The Kramers-Kr6nig causality relations result from the for low frequencies,and therefore the velocity decreases.

physical
requirement
that theresponse
of a linearsystem
to a
transientinput shouldnot precedethetimeof the applicationof
the input, say to. It is important to note that the causality
relationsalone do not specifywhen the responseshouldstart;
it can start at any time after to. In terms of the linear viscoelasticmodel discussedin the precedingsectionthis situation correspondsto specifyingonly the relative dispersion
relation but not the absolute velocity. In other words, the
causalityrelationsdeterminea group of curveshavinga common relative dispersion relation but not a single curve. In
order to determinea uniquedispersioncurvea referencevelocity must be set at a certain frequencyco = cor.Supposewe
considera group of linear viscoelasticmodels which have a
common Qm-x, s•, and so.but different Ca (phasevelocity at
infinite frequency). Curves 1 and 2 in Figure 5 show the
dispersion curves for two of these models. Since they are

EFFECTOF Q OUTSIDETHESEISMICFREQUENCY
BAND

We haveshownthat a constantQ over the seismicfrequency
band can be modeled

viscoelastic

solid. In this

model, Q-•(co) falls off to zero outsidethe seismicfrequency
band. However, the value of Q outsidethe range from 1 s to 1
hour is not very well known for the earth. It is possiblethat

Q-•(co)in the earth'smantleoutsidethe seismicfrequencyband
is very different from that of linear models.A questionthen
arisesconcerningwhat effectsuch a variation of Q has on the
dispersionrelation in the seismicband. In order to answerthis
questionit is convenientto usethe Kramers-Kr6nig causality

relations.
FollowingLambI1962],weconsider
a propagating
harmonic plane wave

f(x,
t)•explicolt
- n(co)
xll

solutions of the viscoelastic model, both curve 1 and curve 2

must satisfythe causalityrelations.However, the startingtime
of the responseis obviously different between them. We next
consideranotherset havinga commonQm'-• which is smaller
than Qm-•, sxand so.beingkept unchanged.Curves1' and 2' in
Figure 5 show two modelsof this group. If we choosecotat 0
and comparecurvesI and l', it is obviousthat the model with
Qm (more attenuating) has a higher phase velocity than the
modelwith Qm'(lessattenuating)at any frequency.This situation correspondsto Futterman's [1962] model. On the other
hand, if we choosecotat infinity and comparecurves2 and 2',
then it is clear that the high-Q model has a higher phase
velocity than the low-Q model at any frequency.Thus the
paradox of Futterman's model is simply a result of an arbitrary choiceof the referencefrequencyand doesnot represent
a fundamentalphysicaldefectof the model.
Although the material behaveselasticallyat both very high
and very low frequencies,sinceQ-• -• 0, the responseat high
frequenciesrepresentsthe instantaneousresponseand therefore correspondsto the more common interpretation of elastic
behavior.Also, sinceideal elasticbehavioris only approached
at very low temperatures,the correspondence
betweentemperature and frequencyfor activatedprocesses
indicatesthat the
high-frequencylimit should be taken as the elastic reference
value.The activatedprocessassumptionis consistentwith our
simple model, since the viscosity of the dashpot varies exponentially as temperature. Of course at absolute zero the
viscosityis infinite, and the high- and low-frequencyelastic
propertiesare the same. However, an increasein temperature

with a linear

(24)

where n(co)is the complexrefraction index
n(co)= nx(co)- ino.(co)

(25)

with n•(oo)= 1 and no.(oo)= 0. Ca is the phasevelocity at co=
oo,which is chosenas the referencefrequency.Sincen(co)must
satisfy n(-co) = n*(co) (asterisk denotes the complex conjugate), nx(-co) = n•(co)and no.(-co)= -no.(co).
The phasevelocityC(co)and Q-•(co)can then be written as
C(co)= C•/n•(co)

(26)

Q-X(co)= 2no.(co)

(27)

and

The causalitycondition requiresthat n(co)be analytic in the
lowerhalf of the complexcoplane.This analyticityconditionis
then expressedin termsof the Kramers-Kr6nigrelations(see,
for example,Morse and Feshbach[1953, p. 372]):

n•(co)
=1+1 p

•o;'
• dco' (28)

__lp
co'
f+•o
n•(co')
dco' (29)
whereP denotesthe Cauchyprincipalvalue. First we consider
the simplestcase(Figure 6) where

Q-X(co)= sgn(co)Qm
-•
Q-•(co) = 0

S• _<

-< s,

elsewhere

Q-•(•o):
2n•(•o)

-S
2 -S
I ]

52

OJ

-S2 -SI•1
$2

Fig. 5. Phasevelocity curvesfor differentvaluesof Q and reference
velocity.

Fig. 6. Two modelsof Q_l(co)as a function of co.
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It is implied that the seismicfrequencyband is bracketedwell
within the ranges• < •o < ss.Carrying out integration(28) and
using (26), we have

velocity but not the relative dispersionrelation. For the first
integral, since•o >> s•, we have
O•2

C(•o)
= Ca 1- (2;rQrn)
-• In

So.
ø---

•ø
s

Since•0 >> sx,this term is smallunlessla<)l

For s• << •o << ss,

C(•o) = C•[1 + (;rQ,,) -' In (s,A0)]-' •

C•[l - (;rQ.,)-' In (s:/w)]
which is identical to (14) derived from the linear model.
We now introducearbitrary variationsof Q-•(w) outsidethe
range s• • w • s:. We put

=

0<

<

Q-•(•) = sgn(•)Qa -•
Q-•(•) = a:(•)

s:
> s•

whereai(-•o) = -at(•o) (i = 1, 2). Then by using(28) we have
for s• << •o << ss

n•(a•) = [1 - (;rQm)-' In (w/ss)] + I• + Is
where

I• = 2fo
• '•ø
•,•2a,½o
)s•o'
d•o'
and

Is=2f•:•as(•0')
•o'
O••2 • O•2

Since •o << ss,

Is• 2
which is a function of ssonly and doesnot dependon w. This
term therefore affects only the absolute value of the phase

55
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becomes
very

large, i.e., very large absorptionat low frequencies.
Thus we conclude that if the value of Q-•(w) is moderate
outside the seismicfrequencyband, its effect on the relative
dispersionin the seismicfrequencyband can be ignored. In
other words, the knowledgeof Q-•(w) in the seismicfrequency
band is sufficientto evaluatethe relativedispersionof seismic
signals.
Strictly speaking,the above derivation is valid only for a
linear system in which the propagation of a signal can be
expressedas a linear superpositionof planewavesin the form
of (16). There is no evidencethat the value of Q in the earth's
mantledependson the wave amplitude.Also, the similarityof
wave forms between near-vertical multiple ScS (S wave reflectedfrom the core-mantleboundary) phasesstronglysuggeststhat no drastic distortion of wave form, other than the

exponentialdecay,occursduringpropagation.Theseobse?vations suggestthat even if the microscopicmechanismof attenuation is nonlinear, the propagationof the signalcan be approximated by a superpositionof plane wavesin the form of
(16), and thereforethe dispersionrelation(15) holdswith good
approximation.
Thus inasmuchas Q-•(w) is nearly constantin the seismic
frequencyband, the conclusionthat seismicsignalsshould
exhibit a physicaldispersionin the form of (15) appearsinescapable.It shouldbe repeatedthat an expressionidenticalto
(15) can also be derivedfrom the equationsof Lomnitz [1957],
Futterman[1962], and Nowick and Berry [1961] and is a quite
general descriptionof the dispersionthat must accompany
absorptionin linear systems.
SIGNIFICANCE OF PHYSICAL DISPERSION IN SEISMOLOGY

The effect of physicaldispersionis most important in the
inversion of body wave, surface wave, and free oscillation
data. Since this problem has already been discussedin detail
by Andersonet al. [1976], Hart et al. [1976], and Andersonand
Hart [1976b],we limit our discussionto somepointsof historical interest.

In the late 1950'sto early 1960'sthe first accuratemeasurements of long-period mantle surface waves and free oscillationswere made, and introductionof digital computers
made it possibleto compute dispersioncurvesand free oscillation periodsfor variousearth models.A significantdifference was then discovered between the observed velocities or
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Fig. 7. Rayleigh wave and Love wave dispersioncurvesfor uncorrectedand correctedJeffreysand Gutenbergmodels.The data points
are taken from Kanamori[1970].The error barsrepresentthe standard
deviation.

periodsand thosecomputedfor the classicJeffreysandGutenberg models(Figures 7 and 8). Attempts to removethis discrepancyresultedin the later developmentof geophysicalinshort-periodbody waves, and thereforethey should not be
compareddirectlywith the long-periodsurfacewave and free
oscillationdata. It is necessary
to apply correctionsresulting
from physicaldispersionto the phasevelocitiesor periods
calculatedfor structuresdeterminedwith body waves.Carpenter andDavies[1966]and Davies[1967]pointedout the importance of physicaldispersionin surfacewave problemsand
discussed
the compatibilityof surfacewave and body wave
data. Sincedetaileddiscussions
are madein Liu et al. [1976],
only a brief accountis made in the followingdiscussion.
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Consider a N-layered sphericalearth model. In each layer
the dispersionrelations are given by

Fig. 9. Fractional change in Love wave (torsional mode) and
Rayleigh wave (spheroidalmode) phasevelocities(periods) as a function of period computed from the observedQ.
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As has been shown by Liu et al. [1976] and Hart et al. [1976],
these corrections amount to 0.5-1.5% (Figure 9). Since the
standard deviation of the measurementof phasevelocitiesand
free oscillation periods is about 0.05-0.4% (see Figures 7 and
where a, fi, Q,, and Q• are P velocity,s velocity,Q for P 8), the above correctionsare very significant. Although the
wavesand Q for S waves,respectively,
I is the layer index,and detailsof the depth distributionof Q, and Q• are not very well
known at present, the values of Q for Love and Rayleigh
cop
is the referencefrequencytaken at a body wave frequency.
Then the phase velocity of Love and Rayleigh waves (or wavesare fairly well establishedexperimentally,at leastover a
torsional and spheroidalmodes)at frequencycocomputedfor period range from 100 to 1000 s. Thus we believe that the
a structuredefinedat a body wave frequencycan be corrected correctionsfor this period range shown in Figure 9 are accurate to 20%. Figures 7 and 8 show the corrected dispersion
at eachfrequencyby the followingrelations[Liu et al., 1976]:
curvesand free oscillation periods.
N
It is interesting to note that much of the discrepancybe-

fi,(co)
= fi,(cor)
l+ •rQ•---•

tween the classic models and the data for the low-order

= C•(w) In •

/=1

C• 3• Qm-' (30)

of surface

AC•.(co)
= C•.(co)In • Q•.-'(co)

(31)

funda-

mental modesis removedby this correction.The agreementof
the phasevelocity of the Jeffreysmodel with the observeddata
is significantly improved. This comparison clearly demonstratesthe importance of physicaldispersionin the inversion
wave

and free oscillation

data and indicates

that

modification of these classic models, which is necessaryto
match the data, may be significantlysmaller than has previously been considered.This point was also made by Davies
[! 967] and Carpenterand Davies [1966]. A recentreinterpretation of the data by Andersonet al. [1976], Hart et al. [1976],
and Andersonand Hart [1976b] showsthat an earth model can

]
ac,(oo)
at(oo) aa•(oo)
= N[c•
ECR(co) + a

be constructed

which

satisfies all the corrected

surface wave

and free oscillation data and that most, if not all, of the

discrepanciesbetween body wave and normal modes, such as
the 'base line' shift, can be removed.

' = CRa13•
Qm-•
+ C• Oat

CONCLUSION

(33)

where Q•.(co)and Q•(co)are Q for Love and Rayleigh waves.
These correctionscan be calculatedby usingeither observed
Q,.(co)and Q•(co) (through (31) and (33)) or a given depth
distribution of Q, and Q• (through (30) and (32)). These
correctionshavebeencomputedby Liu et al. [1976] for fundamental modesand by Hart et al. [1976] for overtones.In these
calculations,cor/2•r= 1 Hz (1 s).
Corrections for group velocity can be calculated from
fi C(co)by

Examinations of various absorption models lead us to the
conclusion

that

C(co)=
C(co•)
1+•ln

•

must be used for correctingthe effect of physical dispersion
arising from anelasticity.In this expression,C(co)is the phase
velocity of body waves,surfacewaves,or free oscillations,cois
the angular frequencyof the wave, copis a referenceangular
frequency, and Qm is the quality factor appropriate for the
wave considered.We recommendthat a frequencyof 1 Hz be
adopted as the standard referencefrequencyfor future work.

Forbodywaves,
Qmis the'path
average
Q, andforsurface
U - C:
- 1)AC+•co
dco (34)
flu
U(•__
U d(fiC)
wavesand free oscillations,Qm is the Q of a surfacewave or
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